
DETAINEE STATUS WORKSHEET 

.Name of SuSpect: 

Reason for Detention: 

Prewar Status/Position: 

Is Detainee suspected of terrorist activities? 
If yes, go to five. 

2. Is Detainee being detains solely because he.wasa 
member of the Iraqi Armg4.Forces? 	 

If no, go to three. If Yes, go to four_ 

3. Is Detainee suspected'of.beind a member 	an an Iraqi 
resistance movement? 	 

If yes, answer 3a-3d. If no, go.to five. 

(a) Is the resistance movement commanded'bv"a person 

	

responsible for subordinates? 	 
Cb) Did detainee wear a fixed Sign recognizable at a 

distance (ie did detainee dress in a_mannerto 
distinguish hiMself from the civilian populace 

. during,orrelism-Ve -pece.opgzations):-  
(c) Did member carry arms. openly? _  
(d) :Did member/resistance movement conduCtoperations 

consistent with the Law of Alued Conflict?: 
If,yes to all four questions go to four.' If no to any ' 
question, go to five. 

A. This individual is entitled to be treated as an EPW. 
Co to, annex. 1 for- authorized -interrogation techniqUes. 

5.. ;This individual is. not entitled to EPW treatment. .CO, 
ST-7 may determine thiS individual will not be given EPW 
status for interrogation purposes. 

Detainee is not entitled to EPW status. 

SJA, ST-7 

Detainee is is not entitled to EPW status for 
interrogation'purPoses. 

ALL FBI INFOPEATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 10-08-2C09 BY 65179 DIEHITI7 
CO, ST-7 

If CO determines individual is not entitled to EPW status, 
for interrogation purposes, see annex 2. 

OIG REQ 08/22/05-ITEM #25 . 
FBI031102CBT 

,ESI0000005 
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ANNEX 1 
bl per DOD ALL INFCEMATION CCINTAINEE 

REPEIN 1.5 HNC:LA.551E1ED EXCEPT 

, UBEPE HO11 DTBEPVISE 

FBI031103CBT 

FBI0000006 

go- 11-ul 

DIG REQ 08/22/05-ITEM #25 
DOJOIG013776 

DATE: 0D-1C-2011 
CLASSIFIED EY 65179 EME/m1s. 

REASON: 1.4 (C) 
DECLASSIFY CN: 03-10-2036 
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per DOD 

(U)  ENERAL GUIDANCE.'• 

a, (U) The purpose of all interviews and 
interrogations is to get the. most information from a 
detainee with the least intrusive method, always applied'im 
a himane and lawful manner with sufficient overelaht by 
:trained investigatois or'interrogators.. Operating 
instructions must be developed based on command policies to 
insure uniform, careful, and safe application. of 
,interrogations. 

FBI031104CBT 

. OIG REQ-08/22/05-ITEM #25 
DOJOIG013777 

FBI0000007 
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FBI031105CBT 

FBI0000008 
. DOJOIG013778 

"10- 6-41 

OIG REQ 08/22/052.1TEM #25 

bl per DOD 
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DOJOIG013779 ,FBI0000009 OIG REQ 08/22/05-ITEM-#25 

bi per DOD 

g- (U) "The title" of each interrogation techniaue is 
not always fully descriptive, of the technique, 
Explanations and specific implementation guidance are 
provided in. Arm,  1"ieldManual 34-52. 

FBI031106CBT 
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ANNEX 2 b 1 per DOD 

ALL INFOPMATICN CCNTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
• NI-I FE SHOWN OTHE PE I SE 

DOJOIG013780 
,FBI0000010 .0IG REQ 08/22/05-ITEM #25 

DATE: 03-10-2011 
CLASSIFIED BY 65179 DEHimjs 
REASON: 1.4 071 
DECLASSIFY ON; 03-10-2036 

FBI031107CBT 
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hl per DOD 

(U) GENERAL GUIDANCE. 

,a. (U) The purpose pf allrinterviewsand 
interrogations is, to get the most information froM 
detainee with the: least intrusive method, always applied in 
a humane and lawful manner. with sufficient oversight by 
trained investigators or interrogators. Operating 
instructions must be developed' based on command policies to 
insure uniform, careful; and safe apolication of 
interrogations. 

DOJOIG013781 FBI 0 0 0 0 oil OIG REQ 08/22/05-ITEM #25 

bi per DOD 

~ S )  

FBI031108CBT 
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hi per DOD 

. .g. CU)  The title of each interrogation technidrue is 
not always fully descriptive of the technique. 
Explanations and specific implementation guidance are 
provided in Army Field Manual '34-52. 	 bl per DOD 

-All questions should be,  directed to SJA, ST-7. 

.•' 

FBM31109CBT 

DIG,REQ '08/22/05-1TEM #25 	 FBI0000012 
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